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In 2014, after being forced to quit her professional recruiting career because of excessive
hospitalizations from complications of Cystic Fibrosis, Klyn Elsbury was confined to a wheelchair
with her lung function plummeting below 40%.She has since regained 30% of her lungs and
currently lives in California with the love of her life.I AM _: The Untold Story of Success is a blend
of raw emotion and inspiring wisdom. the reader is used on a trip of what success is, what
success isn't, and ways to live a powerful existence while creating change in the world. Through
gripping interviews with influential business owners and sportsmen such as Boomer Esiason,
Sharon Lechter, the co-founder of Netflix, and many others; It draws a parallel between what this
means to live as though every day is usually your last and what it means to create a highly
impactful legacy through entrepreneurship and athleticism. It had been after a two-week medical
center stay (one among 5 that 12 months) she set off on a six week street trip across the United
States to go to friends and family she wasn't sure she would live to see again. Together, they are
the co-owners of Landmark Manufacturers, a recruiting services company focused on high-
growth companies offering workshops and recruitment services nationwide.Her tale has been
featured in 100+ publications and podcasts including: Forbes, PBS, NPR, Connected Women of
Impact, and NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt.
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Perfect read to summarize 2016 and awaken to the .. She manages to awaken within you the
energy to be the best person possible Klyn's tale is inspirational all the way around. In the event
that you aren't inspired by KLyn's story, you will not be inspired by anything. Continue the great
work An absolute must read! This publication chronicles her personal struggles to overcome
obstacles, and also interviews with several business leaders, to greatly help inspire us all. Klyn is
a good person and a great speaker and writer. I loved this publication but I have recommended it
to people ... This book is insightful, interesting and beneficial to anyone who's trying to
understand ways to get from A to B, in the most successful way. It certainly gets you considering
and needs to see your path obviously. Also, it read therefore easily, I'm not sure I've read a
reserve this fast in quite some time. Thanks, Klyn Elsbury for sharing your truth and helping us
on the way. Becoming OCD, it was problematic for me to on the mistakes while reading. I am so
thankful I did. Good book, but the amount of typos Good book, however the amount of typos,
punctuation errors, grammatical errors, random apostrophes and hyphens really detracted from
the book. She actually is an unbelievable speaker and writer, so when a business owner it really
is so refreshing to listen to her triumphs and trials. Inspiring quick read The title alone sets you
up with the vision to create your own destiny, never to let titles define us but to take the tips and
inspiration from the book and not make excuses to get started or continue on our paths. Klyn
provides overcome therefore many barriers, actual barriers, not perceived types we sometimes
get stuck in our head and displays if she can perform it, we can perform it and the energy of the
mind. Recommend. A complete breath of fresh air that inspires and places lots of things into
perspective. but I was content that she took it to a higher level, interviewing additional great
achievers and posting their understanding through her story. Kyln's tale is one of perseverance,
hardship and overcoming that showcases the ability that every individual must make a choice to
improve. As a business owner, I loved this book but I have suggested it to people in all regions of
life and career because I think we can all resonate with it. A great story and great lessons for
anyone who wants to define their life as a success. Inspirational and intriguing read. I am happy I
read this reserve. It was refreshing to hear insights from real business owners and the issues
they've confronted, alongside Klyn's journey to greatness it was a very inspiring take. This is truly
the most inspiring story I have read this year. They're personal tales are beautifully tragic and
ultimately, triumphant. Without headaches read for those looking for inspiration and motivation.
Klyn draws on several experiences, including others and their way about achieving success. On
the top, intrinsic ability appears to be a requisite, but there's thorough evidence that practice and
improvement may also result in achievement. 5/5 Inspiring and Entertaining! Great book from an
inspiring youthful author. I would recommend this book for anybody looking to advice on
environment goals or seeking to maximize their life's potential. Perfect read to summarize 2016
and awaken to the dawn of a fresh year. Outstanding Read I ran across this book title in a
LinkedIn connections web page. This author deserves a better editor. This is a really inspiring
read. I'll return back and reread this reserve over and over. Gave me the edge I didn't know We
was missing This is a powerful read for those looking to take their entrepreneurial passion to the
next level. Filled with emotive articles that left me reading on the edge of my seat, Klyn's story of
success evokes an unrivaled purity of the center that stirs up potent visual imagery that's taken
to life through phrases. Highly recommend this book, it changed my life when confronted with
adversity and beyond.. She tells a tale of being fearless and conquering the world around her
even when confronted with adversity. She manages to awaken inside of you the power to be the
best person possible.! I'm thankful she do. One of many components of the book may be the
multitude of tales which are shared by different public figures that most of us didn't know had



been through some challenging times. Without headaches read for those seeking inspiration and
inspiration! It's great to learn about figures who most of us "have it all", but Klyn it produced a
goal to permit us a view within their narrative of overcoming it all. Be the person you need to be -
because you can. Five Stars love the book. Emotional yet interesting! This writer knows how
exactly to touch your heart! Klyn's book is an eye-opening account of what it's like to maintain
touch, majorly, with reality. Each chapter you're fulfilled with exciting yet emotional adventures
and stories, leaving you wanting more with each page switch. I would suggest this reserve to
anyone. Definitely worth reading today! She inspires you to take the route less traveled in your,
also to accept that there will be great things to come, if you keep it heading. It's a must-browse.
Cant wait around until you create another, extremely inspiring. Her personal trip overcoming
obstacles a lot of people would find unimaginable, with her compassionate brand of
entrepreneurship and joie de vivre, assists remind us what is important in life. This book is a
game changer. Well crafted and great story I actually thought this was likely to be a story about a
very particular person with Cystic Fibrosis (the author) and We wasn't sure I would relate to her
story; A must have for you and your family.
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